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Privacy Risk Analysis – Essentials for Australian Businesses
Undertaking a Privacy Impact Assessment
Your privacy risk exposure can be analysed by undertaking a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA).
If you have responsibility for a business in Australia, use this eBook to find out:
WHO needs to undertake a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA)?
WHAT you need to know by way of background in preparing your PIA, and
HOW using the supplied checklists, spreadsheets and examples you can simply
complete your own legally acceptable PIA analysis and report.
This eBook has a HELP-ME section together with detailed explanations of the key terms used. Thus
providing you with the appropriate ‘non-technical’ know-how for answering any questions and
understanding each aspect.
Click to continue to: About this eBook’s simple structure
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About this eBook’s simple structure
Aimed at the busy professional, these HELP-ME series of eBooks will provide you with exactly what
you need to know, and no more. They follow a simple structure that allows you to navigate easily
and find meaningful explanations at every step.
The simple structure of the HELP-ME eBooks follow four themes:
1)
2)
3)
4)

WHO does this apply to?
WHAT do I need to know?
HOW do I go about this?
HELP-ME with more information.

You can jump to the appropriate section at any time using the Hyperlinks provided at the top and
bottom of each page. Please note that:
Hyperlinks, which are all underlined, take you to other sections (often the next step) OR to brief
explanations then back to the page where you came from.
When using Adobe Reader, anytime you want to go back to the previous page after a hyperlink, then
use ‘ALT plus ’ (i.e. press and hold ALT key then the Back-arrow key) for Mac use: ‘ plus ’.
will open the embedded PDF files in a new window for accessing the printable Checklists.

These HELP-ME eBooks have been designed to ensure you get rapid answers to your specific needs.
They are not a ‘Teach Me’ series to educate you on the whole topic. For example, as soon as it has
been determined that the law requires you to comply with the Privacy Act you are taken straight to
the next section on ‘WHAT do I need to know?’ There is, therefore, no need to trawl through all the
legal aspects and possible business exceptions when they don't necessarily apply to you.
Click to continue to: Introduction to Privacy Impact Assessments
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Introduction to Privacy Impact Assessments
The concept of a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) is well established in many developed nations (e.g.
Canada, New Zealand, United States, United Kingdom, Ireland and Australia). The aim is to identify anything
in a business project that may have an adverse impact on privacy from a legal, business and social
perspective. Hence, to be effective, a PIA should be more than just a legal compliance check. It
should be a living process subject to ongoing reviews and updates to keep up with changes to
technology, law and community expectations. The following defines a PIA and its purpose. The
benefits are detailed in the WHO section of this eBook.
Australian government’s PIA guidelines
Definition: “A privacy impact assessment is a systematic assessment of a project that identifies
the impact that the project might have on the privacy of individuals, and sets out
recommendations for managing, minimising or eliminating that impact”.
A PIA should be part of your overall risk management and planning processes, assisting you to:
•
•
•
•
•

describe how personal information flows in a project;
analyse the possible impacts on individuals’ privacy;
identify and recommend options for avoiding, minimising or mitigating negative
privacy impacts;
build privacy considerations into the design of a project, and;
achieve the project’s goals while minimising the negative and enhancing the positive
privacy impacts.
‘Guide to Undertaking Privacy Impact Assessments’, May 2014 (www.oaic.gov.au)

Ready to start?
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WHO should undertake a Privacy Impact Assessment?
A Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) is highly recommended process that businesses should follow
whenever they are collecting or handling personal information. Even if you decide not to undertake
a PIA for a given project, it is advisable to do an initial threshold assessment and record the reasons
why you chose not to proceed. You may later be asked to justify why you choose not to proceed
with a PIA. If this is that case the supplied ‘Threshold Assessment Checklist’ will provide you with
the necessary documentation.
Through a step-by-step process, this eBook will ensure that you can identify privacy risks and
minimise the impact of those risks. By providing a complete picture of the project’s privacy will
empower your business for ensuring legal compliance while meeting community expectations in the
way you handle an individual’s personal (and often sensitive) information.
This WHO section will first outline the benefits from a PIA, tell you if the Privacy Act applies to your
business and then determine if a PIA is appropriate for your particular project, as follows:
1.1) WHO benefits from a PIA?
1.2) WHO needs to comply with the Privacy Act?
1.3) WHO needs to do a PIA?

Click here to continue to: WHO benefits from a PIA?
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WHO benefits from a PIA?

Benefits from doing a PIA
Privacy issues that are not properly addressed can impact on the community’s trust in your business
and undermine the project’s success. It is in your interest to consider undertaking a PIA for any
projects that handle personal information.
The Australian government guidelines for doing a PIA state the potential benefits as a way of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ensuring that the project is compliant with privacy laws;
reflecting community values around privacy and personal information in the project design;
reducing future costs in management time, legal expenses and potential negative publicity,
by considering privacy issues early in a project;
identifying strategies to achieve the project’s goals without impacting on privacy;
demonstrating to stakeholders that the project has been designed with privacy in mind;
promoting awareness and understanding of privacy issues inside the organisation or agency;
contributing to broader organisational or agency risk management processes, and;
building community awareness and acceptance of the project through public consultation.

A PIA may also assist your business in demonstrating its compliance with its privacy obligations and its
approach to managing privacy risk. This could be highly beneficial in the case of a future complaint,
privacy assessment or investigation with the project. The Privacy Law requires businesses to take
reasonable steps to implement practices, procedures or systems that will ensure that the entity
complies with the Australian Privacy Principles (APPs). Hence, a PIA can assist in identifying the
practices, procedures or systems that will be reasonable to ensure that projects are legally compliant.
Risks of not undertaking a PIA include:
• non-compliance with the letter or the spirit of relevant privacy laws, potentially leading to a
privacy breach and/or negative publicity;
• loss of credibility by the business through lack of transparency in response to public
concern about handling personal information;
• damage to a business’s reputation if the project fails to meet expectations about how
personal information will be protected, and;
• identification of privacy risks at a late stage in the project development or implementation,
resulting in unnecessary costs or inadequate solutions.
Office of the Australian Information Commission (www.oaic.gov.au)

Click here to continue to: WHO needs to comply with the Privacy Act?
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WHO needs to comply with the Privacy Act?

Anyone in business who collects or handles information from, or about people, should first complete
the following simple questionnaire. This will determine if the law requires your business to comply
with the Privacy Act 1988 and that you are following the new 13 Australian Privacy Principles (APPs)
the Act contains.
Please note: these questions need to be answered in sequence in order to give you the correct result.
If you go out of sequence before you finish (or get interrupted) simply click WHO at the top or bottom
of the page to return here and restart the questionnaire.
There are 11 questions in total, but as soon as there is an answer that is applicable to your business,
this questionnaire will finish.

Click here to start the questionnaire: Does your business need to comply with the Privacy Act?
Even if you find out the law doesn't require you to comply with the Privacy Act, you may wish to
both develop a Privacy Policy and undertake PIA’s for your projects. This way you will be ready for
the day when your business reaches that critical annual turnover size. Any business that generates a
privacy policy and undertakes PIA’s will demonstrate they act professionally and care about their
customer's privacy concerns. Hence, regardless of the legal requirement, you will be giving the same
reassurances larger established enterprises give to their customers.
Click here to continue to: WHO needs to do a PIA?
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WHO needs to do a PIA?

Undertaking a PIA is not always necessary. It is only required for business projects that involve the
collection or handling of personal information (note that: a ‘project’ can refer to any business
function, such as the supply of products or services). Sometimes the necessity for a PIA is very easy
to determine, for example, you would need to do a PIA if you plan to provide an online service for
accessing sensitive personal health data. Alternatively, the decision may be more complicated when,
for example, information is ‘linked’ to other information that could be used to identify someone OR
whenever personal information is collected by other third party suppliers that you deal with. The
best way to help determine this is to complete the ‘Threshold Assessment Checklist’ (see below).
When to do a PIA?
Ideally, a PIA should be done when a new project is being developed. This allows a ‘privacy-by-design’
approach that ensure the project has privacy safeguards built in as the project evolves. Projects that
have privacy safeguards bolted on afterwards are less likely to be as effective. This is currently evident
with Information Security when many of today’s popular operating systems require extensive and
ongoing updates to maintain adequate security protections.
Some business projects may already be established, yet they can and should be considered as good
candidates for a PIA. The recommended outcomes may require established projects to undergo some
modifications, be completely redesigned or even scrapped. It is highly recommended that business
modify their existing project management and risk assessment processes to incorporate PIAs.

Click this button to open the ‘Threshold Assessment Checklist’:

Open Checklist

(Note that: a PDF document will open in a new window, allowing you to return back to this eBook at any time.
The checklist can be ticked-off electronically and saved OR if you prefer you can print a hard copy to mark-up).

Note that: if you are not sure exactly what to enter in the Threshold Assessment Checklist then wait
until you have read and understood the: WHAT do I need to know? section, which includes a
detailed Case Study in the section: WHAT good examples can you show me?

On completion of the checklist, click here to continue to: WHAT do I need to know?
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WHAT do I need to know?
The WHAT section will tell you what information you will need to gather before generating your PIA.
It includes checklists and tables to identify all the essential issues plus good examples of a PIA report.
Follow this section through in sequence to ensure you have everything you need.
This section addresses the following questions:
2.1) WHAT will a PIA achieve?
2.2) WHAT should the wording be like?
2.3) WHAT length should it be?
2.4) WHAT if I have more than one product or division?
2.5) WHAT about my subcontractors?
2.6) WHAT should I do to plan and scope my PIA?
2.7) WHAT information will I need?
2.8) WHAT are good examples you can show me?

Click here to continue to: WHAT will a PIA achieve?
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WHAT will a PIA achieve?

A PIA aims to analyse either a new or an existing project and determine its privacy impacts. An
example project could be web-based software for online product sales (either proposed for a new
development or already established).
The process for doing a PIA follows a number of steps that:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

map out all the key privacy details, then;
undertakes some risk analysis, then;
checks legal compliance, and then;
produces a report containing recommendations on the best way forward.

This is detailed in a diagram that shows the PIA Sequence and the Documents and Forms supplied:
Click this button to open the ‘Diagram showing PIA sequence’:

Open Diagram

(Note that: a PDF document will open in a new window, to allow you to print a copy).

In addition, a simple checklist has been supplied that list the 12 steps for undertaking a PIA.
Steps for the PIA Checklist
This checklist, supplied as a PDF attachment, allows you to keep track on what can, in practice,
become a fairly involved process. The steps should be done in sequence but, as you will discover in
reading this eBook, some steps will need to be revisiting as you progressively learn more about the
project’s privacy impacts. Hence, the checklist allows you to tick the steps off in stages, that is:
i)
ii)

iii)

when you know what is required for that step;
when you commence working on that step, and;
when you finally complete it to everyone’s satisfaction.

Click the button to open the: ‘Steps for the PIA Checklist’:

Open Checklist

Click here to continue to: WHAT should the wording be like?
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WHAT should the wording be like?

The idea of a PIA is not just to cover yourself legally and use wording that others are unlikely to
understand. Note that, with a privacy policy, it is a legal requirement to avoid technical and legal
jargon. In the same way, your PIA should be a document that is clear and easy for your business
associates and your customers to follow.
Consumer Attitudes
Surveys on consumer attitudes towards privacy show that people don’t like providing personal
information that is unnecessary for the purpose of dealing with a business. In general, they want to be
reassured that you care about their personal information, you only collect what is necessary, you have
taken reasonable steps to protect it, you are not going to sell it on or provide it to other businesses
without good reasons and you are open to your customers making enquires and providing feedback.
Also note: the APPs require that customers should be allowed, whenever feasible, to ask questions
without necessarily stating their name or providing contact details (i.e. anonymity).

Therefore, the wording should be professional and in plain English. The sentences should be
straightforward, short and to the point. You are reassuring them you care about privacy risks, will
take the necessary action to minimise them and that you have nothing to hide.
Click here to continue to: WHAT length should it be?
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WHAT length should it be?

The length of a PIA will depend on several factors. These include:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

the type of personal information you manage;
how sensitive that information is;
how complex the project is;
how many risks you identify together with the severity of those risks, and;
how well your security and trust mechanism are developed.

A table showing typical lengths for PIAs
Length
1-3 Pages
3-15 pages

Type
Threshold
Assessment Only
Brief PIA

15-30 pages

Concise PIA

30-75 pages

Comprehensive
PIA

75-150 pages

Detailed PIA

More than
150 pages
(excluding
appendices)

Very detailed PIA

Content
A brief summary only that covers the main issues referred to in the
Threshold Assessment Checklist (also for projects not requiring a PIA).
A complete PIA that covers all the key points, typical for when your
business project has only very basic needs for collecting personal
information OR is an incremental project of limited scope.
A complete PIA that covers all the key points for a less complex
projects that collects only necessary personal information but few of
the key privacy attributes such as sensitive information.
A complete PIA that covers all the key points for a typical business
projects requiring more detail, e.g. when sensitive information is
collected such as a Healthcare provider.
A complete PIA that details all the key points for a business project
that has special needs in terms of sensitive information and/or
special storage requirements (including off-shore) or special reporting
requirements that may not be obvious to your clients or customers.
It is unlikely that a PIA would ever need to be longer than 150 pages.
It defeats the objective if it's too large to comprehensively follow.
Consider where information can be summarised or where fine details
can be linked to other documents and moved to an appendix.

Click here to continue to: WHAT if I have more than one product or division?
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WHAT if I have more than one product or division?

A PIA should ideally be associated with a business project. For example, a suitable project for a PIA
would be the new development of a web interface to provide online access to your customer
database. When developing new projects, then undertaking a PIA for each project as they are
developed, is advisable.
Your business may offer a range of products and services. For example, you may provide online
product sales, shop sales and a consultancy service. Yet, a PIA does not need not be focussed on
particular products or services when personal information is collect and manage in a consistent
manner. That is, these products and services may make use of the same customer databases that are
stored and accessed by the same methods. Whereas, separate PIAs would make more sense if your
business has two or more distinct lines of business that attract different sets of customers who are
handled by different business methods. This is particularly true if the way you collect personal
information, the way you handle it and store it (possibly overseas) are very different. The above also
applies to different division in a company when the handling and management of personal
information may be achieved in a consistent manner, or in very different ways.
Click here to continue to: WHAT about my subcontractors?
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WHAT about my subcontractors?

You are responsible for the personal information that your business collects and manages even if a
subcontractor is involved. You may be subcontracting out parts of your business, for example
printing and mailing, or making use of a third party service, for example Internet hosting. Either way,
your business is responsible for protecting the personal privacy of your customers.
Consider ways of protecting privacy with subcontractors:
Ensure any contracts drawn up with your subcontractors should include a reference to your privacy
policy. Ideally, they should be signing an agreement that they will comply with your policy. You may
wish to have each individual who works for the subcontractor to sign that they are aware of your
privacy policy and they will comply with it. This is particularly important when you are handing
sensitive information such as medical records. Either way, you should review what personal
information any subcontractor should be allowed to see. For example, a delivery contractor will
need to know the addresses for the deliveries they make but not necessarily what the contents of
the packets are (especially when sensitive). Also, avoid unnecessarily providing them with access to
your complete list of mailing addresses and contact details.
When drawing up contracts as described above is considered impracticable, for example, when
using cloud storage services supplied by a large company, then choose your supplier carefully and
inform your customers which services you use. You can also refer them to the websites where they
can look up this company’s policy (note, some cloud service companies can provide additional
privacy protection, such as Australian only data servers).

Be prepared to check on the way your subcontractors handle the personal information collected and
disclosed by your business. Ultimately, you will be held responsible and it will be your business that
suffers from any adverse consequences. If your subcontractors don’t respect individual’s privacy and
comply with your requests, use alternative suppliers.
Click here to continue to: WHAT should I do to plan and scope my PIA?
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WHAT should I do to plan and scope my PIA?

The scope and magnitude of a PIA does not simply depend on the size of the project or its budget.
While these may be important factors, the key privacy attributes, the stage of development the
project and its overall complexity are crucial in determining the overall scope of a PIA. Consider the
following key privacy issues:
In deciding the overall PIA scope, consider with regard to Personal Information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The quantity of personal information being handled?
When sensitive information is included?
If personal information is to be shared with others (other businesses or government agencies)
Outsourcing of the collection or handling of personal information?
Aggregation in databases (e.g. summaries of personal information are likely to be produced for others to
use such as marketing research)?
When personal information is used for data-matching (e.g. matching data across two or more data sets
to find out more about a person)?
Provision of personal information will be compulsory (e.g. no option of remaining anonymous or using a
pseudonym)?
Entirely new collections are planned?
Data quality issues (e.g. extra measures are needed to check the integrity of the personal data collected)?
When new methods of using or disclosing are planned (e.g. a new project is planned where the
functions will differ from the reason the information was originally collected)?
If new technology is required for handling or storing (e.g. cloud storage)?
Handling could have an impact on key aspects of an individual’s life (e.g. their livelihood, housing,
reputation, health, etc.)?
Collection or use resulting in individuals experiencing adverse outcomes (e.g., reduction or
cancellation of entitlements, etc.)?
When there is likely to be any community or media interest in the privacy aspects of the project?

Click here to continue to: WHAT about the Stages of Project Development?
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WHAT about the Stages of Project Development?

The stage of development of a project will determine the amount of detailed information that will
be available. You may decide to commence with a Preliminary study, requiring only a ‘Brief PIA’
report, then later on produce a more ‘Comprehensive PIA’ once the project has matured. Refer to
the following table for examples of PIA attributes based on the stage of development of the project.
STAGE
Conceptual

Developing

Advanced

Established

Incremental

DESCRIPTION

The project is at an early stage of
development. Only the aims of the project
together with the high-level conceptual
details have been established. In project
management this would refer to the
‘Defining’ stage.
The project has been specified and is
being developed, major changes are still
possible to accommodate the privacy
impacts. In project management this
would refer to the ‘Planning’ and early
‘Execution’ stages.
Projects are at a relatively advanced stage
of development. The majority of the
details are known and the mitigation of
any risks can be verified. In project
management this would refer to the post
‘Planning’ and later ‘Execution’ stages.
The project has been completed and
implemented. Any minor updates or
revisions made to improve the project will
now be regarded as ‘Incremental’. In
project management this would refer to
the ‘Closing’ stage.
Only makes minor incremental changes to
an established project that already has a
comprehensive PIA. In project
management an incremental change
would not necessarily be regarded as a
project.

ATTRIBUTES

• The degree of mapping of information flows needed is
quite small.
• There are fewer questions that require answers.
• The identified privacy impacts can be readily mitigated.
• Only a Brief PIA is required (3-15 pages).
• Only critical high-level mapping of information flows
are needed.
• All the key questions can be satisfactorily answered.
• Recommendations to minimise privacy impacts to
acceptable levels are established.
• A Concise PIA is appropriate (15-30 pages).
• Detailed mapping of information flows.
• All the key questions satisfactorily answered.
• Detailed risk analysis and recommendations to
minimise privacy impacts to acceptable levels.
• A Comprehensive PIA is appropriate (30-75 pages) OR
with many HIGH level risks: a Detailed PIA (75-150 pgs).
• Detailed mapping of all information flows.
• All the questions satisfactorily answered.
• Detailed risk analysis + management recommendations
for minimising privacy impacts to acceptable levels.
• A Comprehensive PIA is appropriate (30-75 pages) OR
with many HIGH level risks: a Detailed PIA (75-150 pgs)
• Mapping of additional relevant information flows or
modifications to existing flows.
• All the key questions satisfactorily answered.
• Risk analysis plus management recommendations for
newly identified High, Medium & Low risks.
• A Brief PIA is appropriate (3-15 pages) OR with many
new HIGH level risks a Concise PIA (15-30 pages)

Click here to continue to: WHAT about setting the scope limits?
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WHAT about setting the scope limits?

Having estimated the overall size of the PIA, the next step is to produce Scope Lists that detail what
is to be considered as In-Scope and Out-of-Scope for this project. This is best achieved through
consultation (i.e. through interviews) with the key stakeholders who know what the project will
involve. The first pass of this list will help set the boundaries of the project (for example, will you be
including all customer information, even with the finance and marketing people, and will this project exclude
staff salaries?)

Create three separate lists as follows to be included in your final report:
a) In-Scope – these topics will need to considered when undertaking the PIA;
b) Out-of-Scope – will not be included in this PIA (i.e. not applicable and/or covered by another project);
c)

Flagged-for-Consideration – undecided for inclusion but flagged as having a potential privacy impact.

Click here to see: Example Lists to Scope PIA Topics
When you have completed the list, consult with the various stakeholders and amend the lists until
consensus is reached on the scope limits of the PIA. Note that this will most likely be an iterative
process that you return to as the PIA progresses.
Click here to continue to: WHAT information will I need?
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WHAT information will I need?

The type of information needed to undertake a PIA essentially includes the information identified in
your Privacy Policy. This information will need to be enhanced to include details in regard to who in
particular has access, your security measures, your quality assurance, the location of information
and the various policies and procedures you have in place to protect personal information. In fact
any information, in regard to the project being assessed, that may impact privacy either with your
existing systems or those under development.
Depending on the scope of the project this can be quite complex. Information gathering is
therefore best achieved in a progressive, iterative manner. The first step is to gather together as
much relevant information as possible from existing sources. These may include any forms used to
collect personal information, what is known from existing business documentation and what can be
gathered from initial interviews with key stakeholders.
The following checklist will assist you in information gathering and should be completed with what
information can be initially discovered. This will be refined and verified through a process covered in
the later section on HOW do I generate an Information Flow Map diagram?
Click the button for: ‘Information needed for the PIA Checklist’

Open Checklist

Click here to continue to: WHAT good examples can you show me?
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WHAT good examples can you show me?

A Case-Study Example is provided to give you an idea on what a finished PIA should look like. Use
this to get a full understanding of each section in the final report. The case study involves a new
project that aims to provide additional features for an existing online service. The project involves
sensitive data and therefore a ‘Comprehensive PIA’ is provided.
What’s in the report?
The report includes all the completed checklist templates used in this eBook plus extracts from the
Risk Analysis Spreadsheet. The full content is explained in HOW do I prepare the PIA report?
The Case Study example will give you a good idea on what to include in each checklist and an
understanding of how they relate to each other. For example, the answers you provide in the:
i.
ii.

iii.

The Threshold Assessment Checklist items are included in the justification for doing the PIA
in the Project Description section of the PIA report.
Information needed for the PIA Checklist and the Scoping Lists states which forms and
company policies are appropriate and available which are subsequently checked for
completeness in the Key Questions Checklist.
Entries in the Risk Analysis Spreadsheet are cross-referenced in the APP Compliance
Checklist which together determine which critical aspects need to be included in the
Executive Summary section of the PIA report.

Please view the Case-Study example to get an understanding – don’t modify this document directly.
The HOW sections that follow will provide the information necessary to help you analyse and
compile your PIA.
Click the button for the: ‘Example PIA Report’

Open Report

Further examples of published PIAs are listed in the HELP-ME section under ‘Other Guides’.
Click here to continue to: HOW do I go about this?
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HOW do I go about this?
The HOW section will tell you how to go about generating and checking your PIA. This should only be
done after you have understood and checked-off steps 1-4 in Steps for the PIA checklist that relate
to the previous WHAT section.
The HOW section consists of templates and checklists that identify all the essential issues.
Follow this through in sequence to determine if you have completed everything correctly.
This section addresses the following questions:
3.1) HOW do I generate an Information Flow Map diagram?
3.2) HOW do I determine the Risks?
3.3) HOW do I analyse the Risks?
3.4) HOW do I check for legal compliance?
3.5) HOW do I formulate the recommendations?
3.6) HOW do I prepare the PIA report?
3.7) HOW should I present my PIA?
3.8) HOW do I follow up after the PIA?

Click here to continue to: HOW do I generate an Information Flow Map diagram?
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HOW do I generate an Information Flow Map diagram?

The sections explains how to generate one or more diagrams that shows the information flows.
About Information Mapping
A checklist of the information you needed to know to generate these diagrams was provided in the
section WHAT information will I need? In practice, it is best to approach the information mapping in an
iterative manner. That is, first collect enough information to generate flow map diagrams and then
continue to update the information checklist together with the diagrams as you consult with others.
Unless the project is fairly simple, it is unlikely that a complete and accurate information mapping can
be carried out in one pass. Therefore:
• Step 1 is to complete the checklist of information required as far as possible,
• Step 2 is to generate a diagram, and if necessary the tables, that you can show other stakeholders,
• Step 3 is to refine the diagrams, tables and checklist until everyone is in agreement (ideally,
through personal interviews) regarding the information mapping for the project.

The information flow diagrams should be based on the information collected in the Information
required for the PIA Checklist. Start at the point where new personal information is created and
sketch where that information then flows to. For example, you might start with the enrolment form
for new customer then add an arrowed line pointing to the customer data base.
Click to see the following: Information flow diagram example of data entry for new customers
How you complete your diagrams or tables is optional to suit your own situation and the technical
knowhow of your stakeholders. Regardless, it should be clear and easy to follow as provided in the
Case Study example: WHAT good examples can you show me?
Click here to continue to: HOW do I determine the Risks?
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HOW do I determine the Risks?

To achieve this it is important to understand exactly what Risks are? They are not just about hazards
or undesirable events such as a data breach or a legal liability. Risk must take into account the
probabilities of such undesirable things occurring and the consequences if they do. For examples of
the values of these attributes, look at the Table showing how Risk is derived.
It is highly recommended to view and try out the supplied spreadsheet called Risks EXPLAINED
Spreadsheet. This will give you a full understanding of how to make suitable entries (note that the

Risk is calculated automatically from the ‘Likelihood’ and ‘Impact’ settings selected from the drop-down
options). How this is calculated is shown under the ‘Risk Mapping’ tab.

Click the button for the: ‘Risks EXPLAINED Spreadsheet’ Open Spreadsheet
Once you understand the spreadsheet entries, the following steps will assist in determining the risks:
1) The starting point in determining the risks is to answer 10 Key Questions. These will help
identify where the project has high privacy impacts and potential privacy risks. For example,
if the personal information is considered “valuable to unauthorised users” (i.e. question 8 of
the 10 key questions) there will be security risks from adversaries attempting to hack into any
online system. Therefore, complete the high-level Key Questions Checklist and provide
suitable comments to justify your answers.
Click the button for the: ‘Key Questions Checklist’

Open Checklist

2) Discuss the information collected so far with your stakeholders (note this will include the
Information needed for the PIA Checklist, Scoping Lists and the Information Flow Map
Diagrams). The idea is to brainstorm all the areas of potential weakness in the project that
could result in a negative privacy outcome (note it is important not to dismiss anything at this
stage just because you, or others, think it’s unlikely to happen).
3) To get further ideas that will assist in the risk determination process, look at the ‘Typical
Risks List’ tab on the Risks EXPLAINED Spreadsheet. These have been drawn from both
experience and the recent lists of know vulnerabilities for IT systems (e.g. www.sans.org).
(Note that risk determination is an iterative process and you may need to return to include more risks as the
PIA progresses. For example, when you complete the APP Compliance Checklist, more risks might be identified
that were not apparent in the first pass).

Click here to continue to: HOW do I analyse the risks?
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HOW do I analyse the Risks?
To analyse the privacy risks follow these 5 steps:
1) Define as many RISKS that you can think of that may have an impact on privacy and enter

these into the Risk Analysis Spreadsheet provided:

Open Spreadsheet

2) For each Risk, estimate the ‘Likelihood’ of it occurring over a one year period* (base this
on the Table showing how Risk is derived). Enter into the spreadsheet the appropriate drop
down attribute for Likelihood (e.g. Rare, Unlikely, Possible, Likely, Almost Certain).
3) Now against each Risk, estimate the ‘Impact’ that will result from the identified risk.
Enter on the spreadsheet the drop down attribute for Impact (e.g. Insignificant, Minor,
Moderate, Major, Catastrophic). Note that, often with new projects, risks do not have a history of
Likelihood or Impact to draw on. Here, you will have to provide a best estimate of these values.
4) Fill in the rest of the risk entries on the Risk Analysis Spreadsheet for each Risk to

include: your Rationale used to determine the above values, your Mitigation strategy
and the Recommendations (Note these entries can be added progressively as you decide on
the best strategies for handling the identified risks).

5) When completed, copy from the Risk Analysis Spreadsheet all the Risks Table Entries

together with the automatically produced Risk Summary Table into your PIA report.

Click here to continue to: HOW do I check for legal compliance?
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HOW do I check for legal compliance?

Once you have completed the information mapping and risk analysis it is important to check
compliance with the Privacy Act. This involves checking how your project conforms against each of
the 13 new Australian Privacy Principles in the Privacy Act.

About the APP Compliance Checklist
A question-based checklist is supplied that allows you to document your response on how your
project will comply against each aspect of each APP principle. An answer of ‘YES’ indicates it does
comply, whereas ‘NEEDS IMPROVEMENT’ will indicate that you believe more is needed to be done
on that particular aspect. In some cases you may respond with ‘NOT APPLICABLE’ when this does
not apply to your project – yet this option will not be available when it is a compulsory
requirement.
A recommendation should be generated whenever you have ticked ‘NEEDS IMPROVEMENT’. This
is covered in the section HOW do I formulate the recommendations? You may not be able to
answer all of the 53 compliance questions in one pass. For example, some questions may require
further investigation with your stakeholders before providing your response.
If you find compliance problems with your project you should avoid ticking ‘YES’ with the aim of
fixing it straight away. Although it may be tempting to fix problems as you undertake the
compliance analysis, it is advisable to just report them in the recommendations. A further
compliance check can be carried out once the recommendations have all been acted on.
A copy of the checklist should be included in an appendix of your PIA report.

Click the button to open the APP Compliance Checklist:

Open Checklist

Click here to continue to: HOW do I formulate the recommendations?
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HOW do I formulate the recommendations?

The PIA should contain two types of recommendations:
1) How to mitigate against each identified risk.
2) What actions should be taken to progress this project.
For (1) a recommendation should be included for each identified risk in the Risk Analysis
Spreadsheet supplied and the entries copied into your final PIA report. These might include for
example ‘security patches should be updated as soon as practicable’ or ‘passwords should be
changed, especially where they have been shared’.
Why you should always try to include a recommendation
It is important to add a recommendation even if the risk is found to be ‘Negligible’ since risks do
change over time. For example, if a risk found to be negligible and had an initial recommendation to
“take no action and monitor the risk at annual audits” this tells those responsible not to completely
dismiss it. When next analysed, if the risk is now found to have increased to ‘Low’ due to more
occurrences than previously estimated, it might be considered appropriate to increase the
frequency of monitoring based on the initial recommendation. Hence, the recommendation might
then be change to “install monitoring software for monthly audits”.

For (2) the recommended actions will be dependent on the overall analysis as follows:
i)

Start with the ‘High’ risks and summarise the actions needed to ensure the mitigation is
effective, e.g. ‘the CEO needs to mandate when security updates are carried out’.
Follow through with the ‘Medium’ and ‘Low’ risks again by providing a summary for
example: ‘staff training is recommended for computer use as several low to medium risks
were identified from unnecessary poor practices’. The actual details of these practices,
for example, ‘stop the sharing of passwords’, will be listed in (1) above.
Negligible risks can usually be summarised with a general recommendation to ‘monitor
at regular intervals’ (e.g. annual privacy audits).

ii)

iii)

Note that, if several ‘High’ risks are identified that are difficult and costly to mitigate against, this
could result in an overall recommendation not to proceed with the project. If the project is already
underway immediate action might be required. In which case you need to decide if it is necessary to
inform those responsible, e.g. your IT services, to take preventative action before completing the
report. Some typical recommendations are supplied in WHAT good examples can you show me?

Click here to continue to: HOW do I prepare the PIA report?
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HOW do I prepare the PIA report?

The PIA report should include everything you have discovered in the previous WHO, WHAT and
HOW sections. The Australian government gives advice on what a full PIA report would typically
contain. The actual content will depend on the project. Use the following table as an outline guide:
TOPIC

Title Pages
Executive
Summary
Approach

Project
Description
Analysis

Compliance
Check

Conclusions
Appendix

DESCRIPTION

The title, date and author of the PIA plus. Add the Contents Table and any Acknowledgments for
people who have been particularly helpful (some prefer to add this after the Executive Summary)
The executive summary is important for those who don’t wish to read all the details of the PIA yet
get a useful summary of its purpose, approach and main findings. Hence, include a very brief
outline of the project and its purpose, provide a copy of the risks table summary from the Risk
Analysis Spreadsheet and include a bullet point summary of recommendations and conclusions.
This section will provide the reader with an understanding on how you approached the PIA. It
should describe the methods you used, the people involved and the resources you used. If you
followed the supplied Steps for the PIA Checklist then refer to this and cross reference to a copy
of the final checklist included in the appendix of your PIA report.
Describe the project here to include its purpose in more detail, any background information such
as the business structure of the organisation concerned, some high-level Information Flow Maps
where this helps the project description (detailed flow maps can be included in the Appendix).
Note, do not include any analysis or recommendations at this point. Try to keep this section short.
Copy all the risks from the Risk Analysis Spreadsheet into this analysis section. Each of these
entries contains the Risk, its Likelihood, Impact and resultant Level, the applicable APPs,
Mitigation Strategy, Rationale, and Recommendations. You can add a short introduction on how
the risks were analysed. You may also wish to include, either here or in the Appendix, a copy of
the Risk Mapping tables from the spreadsheet to show how the risks were derived.
Provide a summary of how the project was checked for compliance using the APP Compliance
Checklist. Give a brief explanation on what the APPs are and give a cross reference to a summary
of the APPs provided in the Appendix. Point out the key issues that this project found with
compliance and any topics that were considered not applicable for this project. Comment on, and
make a cross reference to, the completed APP Compliance Checklist for inclusion in the Appendix.
Summarise the overall findings, what recommendations are critical and if they will provide
sufficient privacy protections when carried out. Include the next steps to be taken and if the
report can or should be published (either in full or as a shorter sanitised version, see note below).
Include: all the checklists used in this PIA; a summary of the APPs (ideally 1 page); any Information
Flow Maps considered too detailed for the Description section; the lists that show the scope limits
for the project; a list of relevant documents used; the Risk Mapping tables (if appropriate), and;
any other details considered relevant to understanding how the PIA was conducted.

Note that this full report may contain details that are not suitable for publication outside the business.
When any commercial/sensitive or personal information is included, a shorter sanitised version can be
provided, e.g. when the full report contains names of staff members, personal comments, deficiencies with
IT security, detailed network diagrams, details about external clients, new patents, new technology, etc.

Click here to continue to: HOW should I present my PIA?
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HOW should I present my PIA?

Presenting is an important step in ensuring you have done a comprehensive PIA analysis of the
project concerned. If it has been a large, important project you will most likely be presenting to the
board of directors. At such a presentation, try to include other important stakeholders who can give
feedback on your results. If the project was for a smaller business, or only involved a department or
division, then a presentation is still an important part of the process.
A larger presentation may include PowerPoint slides, printed copies of your PIA report for prior
distribution and having a portfolio of all your PIA documents to hand. A smaller presentation to a
relevant group (e.g. other staff members) may only require the time to outline the PIA findings and
the opportunity for others to see the details of the risks and recommendations in order to provide
some quality feedback.
The aim is to present the executive summary and raise any issues of concern. Try to be open about
what you have discovered and any issues you are still not confident about. A PIA is not just about
covering yourself. To be effective it needs to be as open and as transparent as possible. You can start
your presentation stating this, and saying that this is not personal, it’s about doing the right thing for
the business. Only by being honest and forthright can you really determine the risks and find
appropriate solution to mitigate against them.
Note that a PIA presentation will often turn up new facts or change the risk estimates. Therefore,
following the presentation you may need to revisit the analysis and revise the final PIA report to
accommodate these changes.
Click here to continue to: HOW do I follow up after the PIA?
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HOW do I follow up after the PIA?

After producing the PIA report and presenting it, the recommendations need to be actioned. Not all
the recommendations will necessarily be taken, especially with lower level risks. In the Follow-Up
stage, a process to record what has been done and when it was actioned is important.
If you make a major change in the way you handle personal information, for example you move all
your data over to a cloud service, then review the implications on your privacy risks as soon as
possible. Even without major changes, the way that any business preforms its tasks and follows
procedures will change over time. The threats to IT security and the vulnerability of technology will
most likely increase. Current Risk Levels may change, new risks may be evident and, hence, the
original mitigation strategies can become outdated. It is, therefore, vitally important to treat privacy
protection as an ongoing process. Periodic audits are an ideal time to check for new risks and make
new recommendations. Higher risks may need attention more frequently.
Once you are satisfied all the stages of the PIA are completed then finally:
1) Tick-off ‘Completed’ for all the items in Steps for the PIA Checklist then sign and date it;
2) Ensure all the final versions of your files have been appropriately labelled and saved
(you may wish to add password protection to your documents so they don’t get modified by
somebody else later on)

Congratulations you have completed this eBook on undertaking a PIA. I hope this was a painless
experience. Please refer back to this eBook anytime you need to make updates (as described
above) or feel free to contact me for further advice: HELP-ME – Privacy Consultancy.

Click here to continue to: HELP-ME find more information
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HELP-ME find more information
The HELP-ME section has explanations of key questions and terms used throughput this eBook
together with some additional useful links, as follows:
4.1) HELP-ME - Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
4.2) HELP-ME - External links
4.3) HELP-ME - Privacy consultancy
4.4) HELP-ME - Bibliography of key terms
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HELP-ME - Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

Which person should undertake the PIA?
Ideally the person in your company that knows the most about your company’s privacy
issues. That may well be you? Whoever is selected they need to be able to write clear simple
sentences and not use jargon or legal terms. They need to have access to all the information
outlined in WHAT Information will I need?, to be able to work logically through all the 12
steps outlined in WHAT will a PIA achieve? and the ability to liaise effectively with the many
stakeholders.
How long will it take to write?
This will depend on how complex the handling of personal information is within your
business. If you handle sensitive information, such as health records, this will require more
care. The typical lengths for a PIA report and the type of report produced to suite the stages
of development of your project is covered in section WHAT should the wording be like?
Complexity issues are dealt with in section WHAT should I do to plan and scope my PIA?
Do I need to consult a lawyer?
For a small to medium business this is optional. Although you may wish to protect your
company in case anyone makes a complaint, a PIA is not intended to be a legal document
that aims to cover you from any liabilities. It is a clear statement on how you are handling
the privacy risks and to minimise the impact these may have on your customers. Many
lawyers specialise in privacy and will help ensure your PIA is compliant. A Lawyer will not
necessarily know the actual workings of your business and all its policies (especially those
not yet written down). You will be responsible for sourcing this information. This eBook
covers all the necessary requirements as specified in detail by the Australian government’s
official guidelines. There is a section in this eBook that allows you to check compliance with
the Australian Privacy Principles, see HOW do I check for legal compliance?
What if I already have a PIA for this project?
You can use this eBook to review your current PIA and decide how much you need to
rewrite. If you have not updated it since March 2014 (when the new APP laws came into
force) it will probably be easier to do a complete re-write.
The section in this eBook on HOW do I go about this? will provide you with checklists, tests
and how to make your updated policy readily available.
What if I can’t find all the required information?
That can be a problem. Your company will be responsible for privacy matters of any personal
information you collect, hold, use and disclose. You cannot pass this responsibility to third
party suppliers such as IT vendors. You will need to insist on finding out where and how such
third party services protect personal information.
The section in this eBook on WHAT information will I need? will help you determine all the
information you need.
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What about my associates and subcontractors?
You are responsible for the privacy of information you collect, hold use and disclose even if it
is being handled by a third party. The section on WHAT about my subcontractors? in this
eBook explains what you need to know regarding subcontractors and associates.
Do I need a PIA for every product/division?
Not necessarily. The section on WHAT if I have more than one product or division? explains
what you need to know regarding multiple PIAs.
Can I write a short summary only?
You can write and supply a short summary BUT it must have been derived from a PIA. If you
decide not to proceed with a PIA then the Threshold Assessment Checklist in the section
WHO needs to do a PIA will suffice. Note that, if you are at an early development stage, the
PIA will be likely be short anyway. The typical lengths for a PIA report and the type of report
produced to suite the stages of development of your project is covered in the section
WHAT length should it be?
Who can help me write a PIA?
For any help from wording to PIA generation contact HelpMePrivacy – consultancy for
professional advice at any time.
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HELP-ME - External links

The following links to external professional societies and government websites provide a wealth of
information on both Information Technology and privacy issues.
Australian Computer Society (ACS)
The Australian Computer Society is the professional association for Australia’s Information
and Communication Technology (ICT) sector (www.acs.org.au).
Australian Privacy Foundation
The Australian Privacy Foundation is the primary association dedicated to protecting the
privacy rights of Australians. The Foundation aims to focus public attention on emerging
issues which pose a threat to the freedom and privacy of Australians. The Foundation has led
the fight to defend the right of individuals to control their personal information and to be
free of excessive intrusions (www.privacy.org.au).
COMM LAW (www.comlaw.gov.au)
ComLaw has the most complete and up-to-date collection of Commonwealth legislation and
includes notices from the Commonwealth Government Notices Gazette from 1 October
2012. Here you will find, and can download for free, the latest versions of the complete
Privacy Act 1988 and other related acts.
Health Informatics Society of Australia
The Health Informatics Society of Australia (HISA) (www.hisa.org.au) is Australia's oldest and
largest health informatics and e-health organisation. As a not-for-profit membership
organisation they: supports Australians working in e-health and health informatics through
education and professional development; advocates for e-health and health informatics at a
national level; provides members with networking and career opportunities; produces world
class health informatics conferences to further the profession of health informatics.
HISA supports a special interest group on Privacy. They produce the publication ‘Australian
guidelines on the Protection of Health Information’ that is a definitive guide on matters of
confidentiality, privacy and security relating to Australian health information.
Health Information Management Association of Australia Limited
The Health Information Management Association of Australia Ltd (HIMAA) is the peak
professional body for health information management (HIM) professionals in Australia. It
has been serving the health information management profession since 1949
(www.himaa2.org.au).
International Association for Privacy Professionals ANZ.
The iappANZ is the pre-eminent forum for privacy professionals in Australia and New
Zealand. They are affiliated with the International Association of Privacy Professionals (IAPP)
which is the largest privacy body at the global level with a membership approaching 20,000.
They work with public and private entities across all industry sectors in Australia and New
Zealand as well as the Privacy Commissioners in both Australia and New Zealand
(www.iappanz.org).
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Office of the Australian Information Commission
At the time of writing there is a government agency that handles laws associated with
information called the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner
(www.oaic.gov.au). Currently this agency is responsible for oversight of the Privacy Act and
the Freedom of Information Act. Within this agency is the Privacy Commissioner responsible
for providing guidelines on privacy laws and handling complaints when the APPs have been
breached. The government has plans to separate these agencies. In either case the privacy
commissioner is the appropriate agency for issues dealing with privacy policies and can be
located at www.privacy.gov.au. Here you will find a wealth of information on privacy issues
including the APP guidelines.
Other Guides
Other guidelines from Australian states and some example PIAs are provided
at: www.petercroll.com/helpmeprivacy/PIA/otherguides/.
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HELP-ME - Privacy consultancy

PeterCroll.com provides an Expert Consultancy Service to tackle many of the challenging problems
faced by today’s industries who need Trustworthy IT Solutions. Dr Peter Croll has over 30 years’ of
experience with industrial IT applications. Together with his associates, he will ensure you minimise
the many risks faced when adopting new technologies.
We can help your organisation:








understand complex IT problems
ensure your system are Privacy and Security compliant
assist with ground breaking research programs
minimise the risks associated with new ventures
produce managerial or technical reports
deliver pragmatic workshops and presentations to your staff
help develop your IT tenders

We look forward to having a no obligation discussion over the many ways forward to ensure
dependable solutions to your IT problems. You are welcome to make contact at any time.
Email: enquiries@petercroll.com
Peter Croll [ABN 56 846 794 985] (www.petercroll.com)
A Better Life through Information and Communication Technologies®
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HELP-ME - Bibliography of key terms

The following bibliography is provided to assist businesses in understanding the key terms found in
this eBook. More specific and more detailed definitions are provided by the government under their
guidelines for APP compliance, see HELP-ME – External links.
The definitions provided here have intentionally been kept as concise as possible to assist the busy
reader.
Australian Privacy
Principles (APPs)

Authorised/
Required by law
Cloud storage
Commonwealth
Privacy Act 1988

Data aggregation

Data Matching

De-identified

Disclosure
Encryption
Entity

Contents

13 principles that specify the way that business and agencies should behave
in terms of privacy protection. They form part of the Commonwealth
Privacy Act 1988 after its amendment on 12 March 2014. Note that, the
new APPs replace the previous 10 National Privacy Principles and the 12
Information Privacy Principles that did previously apply to businesses and
government agencies respectively.
When a commonwealth or State law demands an action or one has been
instigated by the issuing of a court or tribunal order or equivalent.
The provision of online data storage by third party companies who offer this
as a service. Cloud storage may be a paid for, or a free service, accessible via
the Internet and will often reside on overseas data base servers.
The federal law that covers privacy protection. Schedule 1 of the Privacy
Amendment (Enhancing Privacy Protection) Act 2012 modifies the Privacy
Act 1988 to now include the 13 Australian Privacy Principles (APPs). For the
latest versions of these Acts visit the ComLaw website:
www.comlaw.gov.au.
The compiling of information from databases with intent to prepare
combined datasets for processing, e.g. summaries. The source information
for data aggregation may originate from public records. The information is
packaged into aggregate reports and may be sold on to businesses or local,
state, and government agencies. This information can be useful for
marketing purposes.
The bringing together of data-sets that contain personal information, and
that come from different sources, and the comparison of those data-sets
with the intention of producing a match, e.g. find a person’s address by
using a post code and a name and matching these against the White
Pages.
Information is considered to be de-identified when all the readily
identifiable personal information has been removed, e.g. name, address,
phone, age, etc. Note that, once information has been de-identified it
should be very difficult to re-identify the person to which the information
relates (even by linking it with other information that can be reasonable
obtained such as the White pages).
Providing personal information your company holds to other companies,
agencies, organisations or individuals.
The scrambling of text such that the information can only be read if you
know, or discover, the key or password used.
Refers to either an agency or organisation (which can be: an individual; a
body corporate; a partnership; any other unincorporated association, or a
trust unless it is a: small business operator, registered political party, State
or Territory authority or a prescribed instrumentality of a State)
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An individual provides explicit consent when they agree (usually by signing
an agreement or clicking a box on a web page) to allow some or all of the
personal information they have supplied from being used for a specific
purpose, for example, use of their health data in a medical research project.
A federal act that allows individuals to request access to, and possibly
modify where appropriate, documents held by Australian Government
ministers and most agencies.

Any source of potential damage, harm or adverse effects on something or
someone. Often misquoted as a Risk (see risk definition below). For example, a
work hazard would be a wet floor yet the risk is determined on how often that floor
is walked on (i.e. chance or likelihood of a fall) and how dangerous a subsequent
fall might be (i.e. consequence or impact, which would be different if the surface
was hard not soft). Note, you do not have to eliminate a hazard to reduce the risks.
Health includes physical, emotional, psychological and mental health. Health
service providers: assess, record, maintain or improve a person’s health; diagnose
or treat a person’s illness or disability; or dispense on prescription a drug or
medicinal preparation by a pharmacist.
The consequence (or outcome) if an event occurs, e.g. somebody might end up
being inconvenienced, embarrassed, they might lose their job, suffer significant
financial loss, etc.
Refers to the collection of personal information that has not been supplied directly
by the person to whom it relates.
An easy to understand diagram that shows how information flows in a given
project. Locations, people, products or processes can be used to indicate where
information goes and arrowed lines to indicate the direction of flow. Other
descriptors can be added to help such as the medium used (e.g. postal service,
email, phone, etc.).
Personal information holdings such as ‘contact details’, ‘employment history’,
‘educational qualifications’, ‘complaint details’, etc.
The probability (or chance) of an event occurring over a given time period.
Any action that can be taken to reduce a risk to an acceptable level, e.g. placing a
barrier around a hazard such as a hole in the ground.
Any country outside of Australian jurisdiction and its laws. Also referred to as
‘cross-border’ in the APPs.
Any information from which a person can be reasonably identified, to include, for
example, name, date of birth, addresses, email, etc. Information that does not
name a person directly, such as a mobile phone number, yet allows that person to
be readily identified when combined with other information, should also be
regarded as personal information.
The unintentional disclose of personal information to persons that are not
authorised. Normally a privacy breach refers to the hacking of a database or
website by adversaries acting in a criminal manner. It can also refer to
unintentional disclosure due to poor information handling to include the discarding
of hard disks or paper based records to insecure or public locations, e.g. discarded
personal records dumped in a rubbish skip. Staff reading or disclosing personal
records that are not part of their workload can also be considered as a breach.
An approach when developing a new product or service to ensure that privacy
protections have been embedded into all the design stages rather than being added
on as an afterthought.
The consequence of an individual’s personal information being inappropriately
managed or disclosed. This could result in loss of trust in a business, personal
embarrassment, financial loss for a business or individual, identity theft, loss of
livelihood, etc. as well as legal ramifications. Impact can be measured to range from
insignificant (e.g. negligible harm) to catastrophic (e.g. total loss of business).
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A systematic study of an organisation, or a project within that organisation, that
will determine the impact on privacy. In short, it maps all the information flows,
provides risk assessments, checks APP compliance and provides management with
recommendations to minimise current and ongoing privacy risks.
A formal document, as specified under the Australian Privacy Principle APP-1., that
outlines to the reader the way that an entity collects, holds, uses and discloses an
individual’s personal information.
A name an individual chooses to use, which is not their usual name, which will
prevent them from easily being identified.
The buying of personal information that has been collected by another company
and supplied to your company as a product.
An expression used in the APPs and associated guidelines, which is not formally
defined, but refers to the normal use of the term ‘reasonable’ for a given set of
circumstances. For example, for a small business, it may not be reasonable to
employ a full-time privacy officer, but they can reasonably assign this task as part of
the workload of a senior staff member.
Taking ‘reasonable steps’ or the ‘reasonable steps test’ are expressions used on the
APP and associated guidelines that refer to when an organisation or business has
acted reasonably under given circumstances. They may need to demonstrate it
behaved reasonably. For a small to medium businesses this will depend on the
resources it has, or could reasonably make, available. For example, a small business
could not reasonably provide the security protection measures employed by large
banks but they can provide, through third-party suppliers, adequate security to
minimise the risks of privacy breaches to acceptable levels.
A legally binding code that is associated with the Privacy Act, typically applied to
protect the privacy associated with a given a class of industry, for example, financial
institutes or telecommunication companies. They may have specific clauses to help
strengthen the act for that given industry sector.
The total amount of time a business will take to respond to a query or complaint,
usually stated in days or business days. This will normally be from when they
receive a query or complaint to when they dispatch the answer as dated in the
reply letter. A maximum of 30 consecutive days is considered reasonable by the
Australian government.
A combination of the likelihood that an event will occur and the impact from such
an occurrence. Higher risks are events with a higher probability of occurring AND
with a greater negative impacts, e.g. a busy walkway that had an uncovered
manhole would be a high risk. Lower risks will have lower probabilities of occurring
OR lower consequences if they do occur, e.g. a rarely used walkway that has small
cracks in the pavement is a lower risk.
The standard terms of HIGH, MEDIUM, LOW or NEGLIGIBLE used to define a risk.
The levels help provide a uniform way of addressing the urgency needed in taking
action to mitigate that risk, e.g. i.e. the higher the risk implies the seriousness of the
risk and the sooner action should be taken.
Radio Frequency Identification Tags (RFID) are widely used now in products to
provide identification codes on items of shopping. They provide this information
wirelessly (i.e. they do not need physical contact) when the tag is close to an RFID
reader. Australian banks now make wide use of them with their PayWave service,
road tolls pick up RFID tags in cars and the new Australian electronic passports also
contain these tags. The information can be encrypted to strengthen privacy
concerns but these protections are not necessarily infallible to an adversary with
expert knowledge. RFID tags can be shielded from eavesdropping by storing in
appropriate metal containers.
Any personal information or opinion that relates to an individual’s health, race or
ethnic origin, political opinions or political memberships, religious or philosophical
beliefs or affiliations; trade union or professional membership; sexual preferences
or practices, or criminal record.
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Any person or group who has a vested interest in the success of the project, e.g.
board of directors, management team, staff, contractors, government, financers,
lawyers, customers and sometimes the wider community.
An initial evaluation of the necessity to do a PIA for a give project, see WHO should
undertake a Privacy Impact Assessment?
Anyone who is likely to need assistance in protecting their privacy interests to
include children, disable persons and the elderly.
Small pieces of software code that are delivered to your computer via Internet
browsers when you visit a web site. They can store information that you have
provided to a particular web page (which is often personal information) and can
report back this information to the company that owns the web page, or to others.
They are useful for Internet shopping, for example, as they remember your details
and purchases but they can be privacy invasive as they can inform others
information such as which sites you recently visited and your location details, etc.
Individuals have some control over the use/misuse of web cookies by changing
settings in their web browsers and also via the virus/malware software they use.
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Please Note: The rest of this eBook is accessed via hyperlinks
throughout the text and is not designed for reading independently.
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Definitions of Personal Information for Q1:
Click here to return and answer Q1 of the questionnaire
FULL DEFINITION:
The formal definition is "any information from which a person can be reasonably identified". This will
include their name, sex, date of birth, address, etc. It should be noted that there are many other
identifiers that can be used to work out who the information belongs to, for example, a mobile
phone number or email address. If information allows somebody to be identified by readily
combining other information, for example an occupation together with a postcode, then this also
needs to be regarded as personal information.
Note that the Privacy Act covers any information you intentionally collect, you discover, is passed to
you or you pass on to others. This can be by either by word and mouth, by paper or electronic means
and it includes opinions as well as established facts.
If this description above of personal information applies to any information collected, held or
managed in your company (noting the exception below) then answer Q1 as 'YES'.
Note that: you will be exempted if you ONLY collect and manage essential employee information
about your staff and ONLY for employment purposes, in which case answer Q1 as 'NO'.
Click here to return and answer Q1 of the questionnaire
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Definitions of a business for Q2:
Click here to return and answer Q2 of the questionnaire
FULL DEFINITION:
A business here means a legal business structure and unincorporated associations.
The four main types of business structures are:
•
•
•
•

Sole trader: an individual trading on their own
Partnership: an association of people or entities running a business together, but not as a
company
Trust: an entity that holds property or income for the benefit of others
Company: a legal entity separate from its shareholders.

For more details see Business Structures and Types
If any of these structures apply to your business then answer ‘YES’.
Some business are excluded such as: state run corporations, political parties or media organisations
for which the answer is 'NO' (when this applies, it is advisable to check with the Privacy Act for actual
exemptions).
If you are simply an individual acting in a private or domestic capacity then select 'NO'.
Click here to return and answer Q2 of the questionnaire
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Definitions of Annual Turnover for Q3:
Click here to return and answer Q3
FULL DEFINITION
Annual turnover for the Privacy Act includes all income from all sources. Annual turnover does not
include assets held by the business, capital gains or proceeds of capital sales.
The income reported on the PAYG income tax instalment section of your BAS or IAS over a year will
give a good estimate of annual turnover for the Privacy Act for some but not all businesses.
For example, the BAS or IAS figure will not be a good estimate of annual turnover for the Privacy Act
for: superannuation or life insurance or approved deposit funds; not-for-profit bodies; or a business
that is part of a GST group, or is notionally divided into a GST group for taxation purposes.
Annual turnover of a business for a financial year is the total of the following items earned in the
year in the course of the business:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

the proceeds of sales of goods and/or services;
commission income;
repair and service income;
rent, lease and hiring income;
government bounties and subsidies;
interest, royalties and dividends;
other operating income.

If the total above is greater than $3million you should answer 'YES'.
Annual turnover of a full or part year
Businesses that have been operating for more than one year should calculate their annual turnover
on the previous financial year.
If a business was not operating in the previous financial year it needs to make a projection of full
year annual turnover based on the total income to date and the amount of time it has been
operating.
If your total annual income (or for a part year your projected income) is definitely going to be less
than $3 million then answer 'NO'.
Click here to return and answer Q3
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Definitions of Health Service Provider for Q4:
Click here to return to and answer Q4
FULL DEFINITION
Health includes physical, emotional, psychological and mental health.
Health service providers: assess, record, maintain or improve a person’s health; diagnose or treat a
person’s illness or disability; or dispense on prescription a drug or medicinal preparation by a
pharmacist.
If this description above of health service provider applies then answer Q4 as 'YES'.
If you are confident that the above does not apply to your business (it is always advisable to check
with the Privacy Act if you are unsure) then answer Q4 as 'NO'.
Click here to return to and answer Q4
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Definitions of Body Corporate for Q5:
Click here to return and answer Q5
FULL DEFINITION
Related body corporate as defined by Section 50 of the Corporations Act 2001.
CORPORATIONS ACT 2001 - SECT 50
Related bodies corporate
Where a body corporate is:
(a) a holding company of another body corporate; or
(b) a subsidiary of another body corporate; or
(c) a subsidiary of a holding company of another body corporate;
the first-mentioned body and the other body are related to each other.

That is, companies might be related where they are a holding company or they are a subsidiary of
another body corporate.
If the description above applies then answer Q5 as 'YES'.
If this does not apply to your business than answer Q5 as 'NO'.
Click here to return and answer Q5
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Definitions of Residential Tenancy Database for Q6:
Click here to return and answer Q6
FULL DEFINITION
The Privacy (Private Sector) Amendment Regulations 2007 (No.3) state that a residential tenancy
database means a database:
a) that stores personal information in relation to an individual’s occupation of residential
premises as a tenant; and
b) that can be accessed by a person other than the operator of the database or a person acting
for the operator.
If this description above applies to your business then answer Q6 as 'YES'.
If it does not then answer Q1 as 'NO'.
Click here to return and answer Q6
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Definitions of Contracts with the Commonwealth Government for Q7:
Click here to return and answer Q7
FULL DEFINITION
If your business provides services to Commonwealth agencies under a contract or a subcontract,
then answer Q7 as ‘YES’.
Note: if you are a private sector contractor that provides services under contracts with State or
Territory governments but not to the Commonwealth then you should answer Q7 as 'NO'; but be
aware that the State or Territory governments may have their own specific requirements.
Click here to return and answer Q7
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Definitions of Anti-Money Laundering and Counter Terrorism for Q8:
Click here to return and answer Q8
FULL DEFINITION
If your business has to report under the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter Terrorism Financing
Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) then answer Q8 as 'YES'.
Note that: a wide range of financial institutions, e.g. Banks, Building Societies, Credit Unions, etc.
are included plus if your business provides loans, hire purchase, credit, a cheque, postal order,
securities, etc. and if it exchanges money, provides safe deposits, prepare payrolls for others as a
service, provides life insurance, superannuations (not self-funded), pensions; or your business
deals with Bullion or it is in the gambling services industries. Check to determine if your business is
part of the 'Designated Services' as defined by the AML/CFT Act.

If this description above of personal information applies to any information collected, held or
managed in your company (noting the exception below) then answer Q1 as 'YES'.
Only if none of the above apply to your business than answer Q8 as 'NO'.
Click here to return and answer Q8
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Definitions of Trade in Personal Information for Q9:
Click here to return and answer Q9
FULL DEFINITION
If your business collects or discloses an individual’s personal information for a “benefit, service or
advantage”, for example you buy or sell a list of personal information for income, concessions or
some other return then answer Q9 as 'YES'.
Note that: this can in some circumstances include the sale of the assets of a business that includes
personal information. Refer to: http://www.oaic.gov.au/privacy/privacy-topics/business-and-smallbusiness/
If you are confident that none of the above applies to your business then answer Q9 as 'NO'.
Click here to return and answer Q9
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Definitions of Having Consent for Q10:
Click here to return and answer Q10
FULL DEFINITION
Consent is when an individual agrees to their personal information being shared for a given purpose.
You may, for example, have asked them to complete a consent form or they may have ticked a box
stating they agree to share their personal information under your terms and conditions.
Consent can also be implied when it is impractical to obtain it directly or if it is considered
reasonable that the individual would expect their personal information to be used in this way. Your
business should take care though, because implied consent is only for special circumstances.
The fact they are giving consent must be obvious and clear to the individuals concerned. Consent
must not be obtained by deceitful means, e.g. buried in the small print or stated on a different
document. Individuals can, at any time, withdraw their consent and a compliant business must
provide for this.
Any of the above methods must comply with the spirit of the law and not be used simply to avoid
getting consent explicitly and directly from the individuals concerned.
If you obtained the full consent of the individuals concerned then answer Q10 as 'YES'.
If you are not confident that all the individuals concerned gave consent as defined above than
answer Q10 as 'NO'.
Click here to return and answer Q10
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Definitions of Required or Authorised by Law for Q11:
Click here to return and answer Q11
FULL DEFINITION
If your business collect or provide personal information for a benefit, service or advantage that was
required or authorised by law. This could be a commonwealth law or a court order, etc.
If this applies then answer Q11 as 'YES'.
If you are confident this does not apply then answer Q11 as 'NO'.
Click here to return and answer Q11
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Questionnaire: Does your businesses need to comply with the
Privacy Act?
Q1. Do you collect or handle any Personal Information?
YES – click here

NO – click here

SIMPLE DEFINITION:
Personal Information is ANY information that identifies a person (note that when personal
information is ONLY used for employment purposes such as payroll it may be exempt).

UNSURE – click here for full definition
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Q2. Are you operating as a business?

YES

NO

SIMPLE DEFINITION:
Generally, if you have a legal business structure but not when your business is a hobby.

UNSURE – click here for full definition
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Q3. Does this business have an annual turnover of greater than AU$3 Million?

YES

NO

SIMPLE DEFINITION:
Turnover is your business INCOME from all sources.

UNSURE – click here for full definition
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Q4. Are you a Health Service provider?

YES

NO

SIMPLE DEFINITION:
Generally, if your business needs to keep personal health records.

UNSURE – click here for full definition
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Q5. Is your business related to a Body Corporate to which the Privacy Act applies?

YES

NO

SIMPLE DEFINITION:
As defined by the Corporations Act 2001.

UNSURE – click here for full definition
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Q6. Do you operate a Residential Tenancy database?

YES

NO

SIMPLE DEFINITION:
A database with personal information relating to tenants.

UNSURE – click here for full definition
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Q7. Do you have any contracts with the commonwealth government?

YES

NO

SIMPLE DEFINITION:
If your business has contracts with any commonwealth agencies.

UNSURE – click here for full definition
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Q8. Do you have to report under the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter Terrorism Finance Act 2006?

YES

NO

SIMPLE DEFINITION:
Generally, any business dealing with financial services.

UNSURE – click here for full definition
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Q9. Do you trade in personal information from which you gained a benefit?

YES

NO

SIMPLE DEFINITION:
Your business gained some benefit from trading in personal information.

UNSURE – click here for full definition
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Q10. Did you have the consent of all the individuals concerned when trading in personal information?

YES

NO

SIMPLE DEFINITION:
If everyone that you hold personal information about agreed by filling in a consent form, or
equivalent.

UNSURE – click here for full definition
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Q11. Although you did not have the consent from all the individuals concerned when trading in
personal information, was this trade in personal information required or authorised by law?

YES

NO

SIMPLE DEFINITION:
If a law or a court order was applied.

UNSURE – click here for full definition
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Your business does NOT NEED to comply with the Privacy Act
After answering the questions you arrived here because your business is exempt from complying
with the Privacy Act 1988. Hence, you DO NOT need to have a privacy policy nor comply with the
13 Australian Privacy Principles (APPs).
Even if you find out the law doesn't requires you to have a privacy policy or comply with the APPs,
these guidelines will assist in assessing the privacy impact of any new project you undertake.
Click here to continue to: WHO needs to do a PIA?
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YES, you DO NEED to comply with the Privacy Act
After answering the questions you arrived here because you are required to comply with the
Commonwealth Privacy Act 1988. Hence, you DO NEED to have a privacy policy and follow the
13 Australian Privacy Principles (APPs) the act contains.

Click here to continue to: WHO needs to do a PIA?
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Information flow diagram example of data entry for new customers
Note that: it is only necessary to show the
processes that cause personal information to
flow to other people or places, e.g. a process
that verifies the new customer information,
(e.g. Process Data Entry) need only be included
on your diagram when it involves personal
information being disclosed to others or being
transferred to another physical location.

<customer’s details >

Written or
forms
Electronic forms
phone
web entry
emails

NEW CUSTOMERS

In this example personal information flows to
Customer Services in one location and then to
the Financial Department in another.

Process
Data Entry
CUSTOMER SERVICES

<form details>

Courier to Head Office

(based in Wollongong)

Customer’s
Database

Written or
Printed Forms

Office in-trays

<financials>
Note that: the example shows what
is really done in practice – which
may not be the most efficient nor
the best way for minimising privacy
impact risks.

Process Orders

and Financials

Filing cabinets in office

FINANCIAL
DEPARTMENT

(awaiting weekly
order processing)

(based in Sydney)

Wherever unacceptable risks are
identified they will be addressed in
the PIA’s Recommendations.
IMPORTANT: It is best to avoid
making any design changes to a
system while the PIA is underway.

Written or
Printed Forms

An example information flow associated with Data Entry and Financials
Click to return to: HOW do I generate an Information Flow Map diagram?
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Example Lists to Scope PIA Topics
Click here to return to: WHAT about setting the scope limits?

In-Scope list
1.

2.

3.

4.

Customers
1.1. New customers
1.1.1. Identity and Age checks
1.2. Current members
1.2.1. Updating Personal Information
1.3. Anonymous customers
Staff
2.1. Training
2.2. Conversations about customers
Documents
3.1. Paper copies
3.1.1. Fax’s
3.1.2. Printed customer records
3.1.3. Notes taken for sales
3.2. Electronic copies
3.2.1. Internal customer database
3.2.2. Offsite/Mobile
3.2.3. Backups
3.3. Customer forms
3.3.1. Applications
3.3.2. Updates
3.3.3. Complaints
3.3.4. Direct debits
3.3.5. Mail-outs
3.4. Policies and Procedures
3.4.1. Privacy Policy
3.4.2. Company vision, mission and values
3.4.3. Code of conduct
3.4.4. Computer use policy
3.4.5. Complaints policy
3.4.6. Audits
3.4.7. Data retention and backup
3.5. Minutes
3.5.1. IT/Audit meetings
3.6. External Clients
3.6.1. MoUs
3.6.2. Terms of agreements
3.6.3. External Privacy Policies
Information Technology
4.1. Access control
4.2. Data quality
4.3. Data security
4.3.1. Network security
4.3.2. WiFi
4.3.3. Mobile devices
4.4. Data identifiers

5.
6.

Financial
5.1. Accounts
Marketing
6.1. Sales
6.2. Communications

Out-of-Scope list
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Proposed future products
Staff
2.1. Personnel records
2.2. Salaries
Documents
3.1. Electronic copies
3.1.1. Audio/video recordings
3.2. Customer forms
3.2.1. Information sheets
3.3. Minutes
3.3.1. Management/Board meetings
3.4. External Clients
3.4.1. Contracts
3.4.2. Tenders
Financial
4.1. Procurement
4.2. Tax
4.3. Assets
Marketing
5.1. Branding
5.2. Competitor analysis

Flagged-for-Consideration List
1.

Documents
1.1. Policies and Procedures
1.1.1. Disaster recovery and business
continuity
1.2. Standards
1.3. External Clients
1.3.1. Service level agreements
2. Financial
2.1. Statistics (di-identified)
3. Marketing
3.1. Advertising
3.1.1. Customer’s testimonials
4. Information Technology
4.1. Proposed cloud storage
Click here to return to: WHAT about setting the scope limits?
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Table showing how Risk is derived
Click to return to: HOW do I determine the Risks?
Risk is derived from two factors:
1) What the Likelihood is of an undesirable event occurring, and;
2) What the Impact will be from such an occurrence.
(Note that often different terminology is used with risk, e.g. Chance/Probability or Result/Consequence.
The risk tables provided follow an international standard and use the terms ‘Likelihood’ and ‘Impact’).

The following table shows how to determine the Likelihood of an event in a one year period*.
ATTRIBUTE
Rare
Unlikely
Possible
Likely
Almost Certain

LIKELIHOOD
rarely expected to happen
not expected to happen
could happen
expected to happen
will happen

EXAMPLE RATIOS
less than 1 in a 1000 chance
up to 1 in 100 chance
up to 1 in 10 chance
up to 1 in 1 chance
more than a 1 in 1 chance

*(Not that, one year is recommended as the maximum period to coincide with your privacy reviews).

The following table shows how you might determine the Impact if the event occurred.
ATTRIBUTE

IMPACT

Insignificant
Minor
Moderate
Major
Catastrophic

negligible harm to the business
some harm to the business
harm the business
serious harm to the business
ruin the business

!For

EXAMPLE COSTS
(for SMEs)

less than $1,000
up to $5,000
up to $25,000
up to $1 million
greater than $3M

EXAMPLE

Records Breached

0
1-4
5-99
100-999!
1,000+!

more sensitive data these breach numbers could be significantly lower (i.e. use as a guide only)

(Not if you wish to copy or print this table refer to the Risk Analysis Spreadsheet provided).
Click to return to: HOW do I determine the Risks?
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